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Mystical Animal Symbolizes Reclaiming One’s Mystical Animal Symbolizes Reclaiming One’s Mystical Animal Symbolizes Reclaiming One’s Mystical Animal Symbolizes Reclaiming One’s 

Power Power Power Power     

It signals a time of imminent awakening.It signals a time of imminent awakening.It signals a time of imminent awakening.It signals a time of imminent awakening.    



Black Panther's Power Includes astral travel, guardian energy, 

symbol of the feminine, death and rebirth, understanding of 

death, reclaiming ones power, ability to know the dark, 

aggressiveness and power without solar influence, reclaiming 

Power.  

 

The Panther is a very ancient and powerful spirit guide. Their 

power is lunar (moon). In Egyptian rites a panther tail was worn 

around the neck or waist to help protect and strengthen the 

individual. Panther has been a symbol of the "Argos of a 

Thousand Eyes," who protected the heifer IO whom Zeus loved. 

After his death, the eyes were moved to the feathers of the 

peacock.  

 

The name panther is frequently linked with a certain species of 

leopard or jaguar and sometimes the cougar. Black panthers are 

smaller but more fierce than lions and tigers. They are also 

brilliant swimmers and agile climbers. Because they have the 

ability to sprint with great speed, they hold the teachings of quick 

decisive action. Panthers are not the best long distant runners 

though, so those with this power animal should take part in 

movement therapies that improve endurance, e.g. swimming, 

martial arts. It is necessary to learn how to pace oneself, to not 

push to fast or hard on any one task.  

 

 



 

 



 

Panthers are generally loners, extremely comfortable with 

themselves and are often drawn to other solitary people. Women 

with Panther, Leopard or Jaguar power animals frequently find 

themselves raising their children alone, whether it be through 

divorce or circumstance. People with this power animal can 

develop clairaudience, the ability to hear communications from 

other forms of life or dimensions. They must trust their thoughts 

and inner voice/visions as they are based in reality. This is an 

animal guide to assist you on your path, sometimes in the form of 

a real person such a mentor or teacher. The Black Panther is 

endowed with great magic and power, which will increasingly be 

experienced.  

 

Panthers have over 400 voluntary muscles that can be used at will 

when required. Panthers are able to move gracefully in and out of 

situations, as well as freeze and not be noticed. This is a symbol 

of the ability to shapeshift realities, using all parts of the body to 

perform a task. The gift of Panther is the power of silence. They 

are near silent when hunting or stalking prey, and know when to 

make themselves seen and when to become unseen.  

 

Panther holds the secrets of worlds that are unseen and are 

associated with lunar energies. Within the darkness of night 

resides the truth of creation. Black panthers have great mysticism 

associated with them. They represent the life and power of the 



nig.ht They can show us how to welcome the darkness and rouse 

the light within it. Those with this power animal contain 

knowledge of a galactic origin, and have a responsibility to look 

after and respect this knowledge. Caution must be used when 

sharing it with others. When the student is ready the teacher 

appears, and vice versa. If the student isn't ripe the information 

given could trigger negative consequences.  

 

 

 

Panthers possess acute sensitivity. The hairs that cover their lithe 

bodies, especially on the face, pick up subtle vibrations. This is 

symbolic for those with this guide. It is an indication of a need to 

pay attention to their feelings and honour the messages those 

feelings transmit.  



 

Touch can be a significant path to explore to awaken ones 

concealed gifts. The black panthers sleek, smooth and sensual 

coat has been linked to sexuality. If panther comes into your life 

it may be asking you to resolve old sexual issues, or to embrace 

your sexuality fully.  

 

When experiencing the presence of panther, one of their most 

striking features is their unblinking stare. It seems to see right 

through the body. Those with panther medicine can use their eyes 

as a healing tool and have the potential to heal on a cellular level.  

 

Panther is a powerful guide to have, always bringing a guardian 

energy to those to whom it comes.    

 



Role ~Prophet~  

Lesson: Reclaiming Power 

Element: Fire/Water  

Wind: West ~The Quest Within~  

Medicine: Shapeshifting  

The Black Panther is not a separate species of big cat, it is 

rather a distinctive variation in coat coloring amongst 

Leopard, Jaguar and Puma (or Cougar/Florida 

Panther/Mountain Lion).  Therefore, there are several 

commonalties amongst all Black Panthers, and these will be 

delineated in keywords below, though it is also important to 

keep in mind that each of these species will also have 

characteristics separate and unique to them. 

  

 



 

Keywords  

   

Prophet ...      Reclaiming Power        Mystery  

  Energy Awareness        Lunar Magic  

  Penetrating        Stealth  

  Shape shifting       Prophet 

 

The panther animal totem is a very powerful and protective 

presence. If you have this creature as your totem, you are blessed 

to have such a fierce and aggressive guardianguardianguardianguardian with you.  

The panther is a symbol of courage, valor and power. The panther 

has also sometimes associated with the sun, and solar vibrancysolar vibrancysolar vibrancysolar vibrancy in 

some cultures (South American, & Central American).  

Individuals with panther totem s are usually people who come 

into this world with a spiritual knowing - a deeper understanding 

of spiritual things. These people often are very intuitiveintuitiveintuitiveintuitive, psychic, 

and many are artistically inclined.  

Of all the panthers, the black panther has the greatest mysticismmysticismmysticismmysticism 

associated with it. It is a symbol of the Mother...the dark moon 

and the power of the night. The black panther encourages us to 

understand the shadow powers available to us all, to acknowledge 

these powers and to eliminate our fearseliminate our fearseliminate our fearseliminate our fears of the darkness.  



When the black panther totem appears in your life, it is also a 

symbol of releasing your passionspassionspassionspassions, and starting a new phase of 

your life. A phase in which you are discovering your desires, and 

living your dreams.  

 

 

 



The panther animal totem asks us these questions:  

• What is my Shadow Self trying to tell me? 

• Are my passions helping or hindering me at this time? 

• Am I still on the right spiritual path for myself? 

• Am I supressing latent desires? 

• Am I putting others' needs before my own to the point of 

self-neglect? 

• Am I being mindful of my movements - both physical and 

emotional?  

• Am I being defensive? Who or what am I protecting and why? 

When the panther animal totem comes to us (whether it be in the 

form of images or real sightings) we must begin paying attention 

to the strength of our inner being - our internal fortitude, and the 

condition of our spiritual strength & valorvalorvalorvalor. Panthers also beckon 

us to consider our darker side - analyze this side of ourselves and 

determine its motivation.  

Black Panther is symbolic of the Black Panther is symbolic of the Black Panther is symbolic of the Black Panther is symbolic of the feminine, power and protection. feminine, power and protection. feminine, power and protection. feminine, power and protection. 

She is Mother, power of the night and dark of the moon. She She is Mother, power of the night and dark of the moon. She She is Mother, power of the night and dark of the moon. She She is Mother, power of the night and dark of the moon. She 

gives understanding and rids fears. gives understanding and rids fears. gives understanding and rids fears. gives understanding and rids fears.     

The panther is a melanistic leopard or jaguar. They are not a The panther is a melanistic leopard or jaguar. They are not a The panther is a melanistic leopard or jaguar. They are not a The panther is a melanistic leopard or jaguar. They are not a 

separate species of these great cats and are born in the same separate species of these great cats and are born in the same separate species of these great cats and are born in the same separate species of these great cats and are born in the same 

litlitlitlitters as their spotted siblings are. Panthers are the smallest of ters as their spotted siblings are. Panthers are the smallest of ters as their spotted siblings are. Panthers are the smallest of ters as their spotted siblings are. Panthers are the smallest of 



the big cats. They are more ferocious than tigers, the largest of the big cats. They are more ferocious than tigers, the largest of the big cats. They are more ferocious than tigers, the largest of the big cats. They are more ferocious than tigers, the largest of 

the great felines, and lions.the great felines, and lions.the great felines, and lions.the great felines, and lions.    

    

    

    



Panther the AnimalPanther the AnimalPanther the AnimalPanther the Animal    

Panthers will eat almost anything. They are skilled hunters, Panthers will eat almost anything. They are skilled hunters, Panthers will eat almost anything. They are skilled hunters, Panthers will eat almost anything. They are skilled hunters, 

stalking silentstalking silentstalking silentstalking silently and pouncing on prey at the last minute. The ly and pouncing on prey at the last minute. The ly and pouncing on prey at the last minute. The ly and pouncing on prey at the last minute. The 

animal is solitary and nocturnal. They, primarily, live in trees and animal is solitary and nocturnal. They, primarily, live in trees and animal is solitary and nocturnal. They, primarily, live in trees and animal is solitary and nocturnal. They, primarily, live in trees and 

will rarely fight for their food when lions or hyenas approach after will rarely fight for their food when lions or hyenas approach after will rarely fight for their food when lions or hyenas approach after will rarely fight for their food when lions or hyenas approach after 

the kill. While they are predators, they are also prey for hyenas the kill. While they are predators, they are also prey for hyenas the kill. While they are predators, they are also prey for hyenas the kill. While they are predators, they are also prey for hyenas 

and and and and lions. Panthers are the most adaptable of the great cats and lions. Panthers are the most adaptable of the great cats and lions. Panthers are the most adaptable of the great cats and lions. Panthers are the most adaptable of the great cats and 

have the reputation of being secretive. For these felines, being have the reputation of being secretive. For these felines, being have the reputation of being secretive. For these felines, being have the reputation of being secretive. For these felines, being 

furtive is survival.furtive is survival.furtive is survival.furtive is survival.There are black panthers that are considered There are black panthers that are considered There are black panthers that are considered There are black panthers that are considered 

cryptoids, phantom animals, because there have been many cryptoids, phantom animals, because there have been many cryptoids, phantom animals, because there have been many cryptoids, phantom animals, because there have been many 

sightinsightinsightinsightings of them outside of their native habitats. These animals gs of them outside of their native habitats. These animals gs of them outside of their native habitats. These animals gs of them outside of their native habitats. These animals 

left paw prints and killed livestock.left paw prints and killed livestock.left paw prints and killed livestock.left paw prints and killed livestock.    

    

    



    

Pagan Symbolism of PantherPagan Symbolism of PantherPagan Symbolism of PantherPagan Symbolism of Panther    

• Panther is symbolic of power, aggression, guardianship, 

courage and valor. In Central and South America, Panther is 

associated with the sun. In other cultures, she is associated 

with the dark or new moon or the dark of the moon which is 

three days before the new one. Her power is that of the 

night and of winter. 

• Panther represents a deep understanding of spiritual things, 

psychic and artistic. She has the greatest mysticism and 

encourages people to understand powers available to them, 

to acknowledge them and to rid them of fears of the shadow 

and darkness. 

• She represents releasing passions and started a new period 

of life. Those with Panther as their power animal are intuitive 

and have an artistic inclination. Panther is symbolic of ability 

to know the dark, cunning, perseverance, oldness, beauty, 

swiftness and gaining confidence. 

• To the ancient Greeks, Panther represented an awakening to 

heroic quest. 

• The Native Americans in Latin America believed Panther was 

given great power, magic and mastery over all dimensions. 

The Tucano tribe believed the panther roar was the bellow of 



thunder and she could bring about eclipses by swallowing 

the sun. 

• The Arawaks believed nothing existed without Panther. She 

is the link to all that lives and all of life’s manifestations. 

Christian Panther SymbolismChristian Panther SymbolismChristian Panther SymbolismChristian Panther Symbolism    

The panther was said to save people from the dragon or Evil One. 

As supposed to have sweet breath, it typified the sweet influence 

of Christ. 

The Abdodazara, a contemporary Jewish comment on the 

scriptures, Panther is associated with Jesus. According to this 

text, He healed in the name of Jesus ben Panther. Ancient 

Christian symbolists regarded Panther, Elephant and Unicorn as 

the three animals representing chastity. 

 

Panther:Panther:Panther:Panther: The panther (or leopard) was a totemic symbol of 

Dionysis, whose priests wore panther-skins. Its name in Greek 

meant "All-beast" referring to the god as "the All" which was also 

another beast version of divinity, Pan. 

Panthers were much admired in Rome, and were imported from 

Africa for public displays and games in the arena. 

    Of all the panthers, probably the Black Panther has the greatest 

mysticism associated with it. It is the symbol of the feminine, the 

dark mother, the dark of the moon. It is the symbol for the life 

and power of the night. It is a symbol of the feminine energies 



manifest upon the earth. It is often a symbol of darkness, death, 

and rebirth from out of it. There still exists in humanity a 

primitive fear of the dark and of death. The Black Panther helps 

us to understand the dark and death and the inherent powers of 

them; and thus by acknowledging them, eliminate our fears and 

learn to use the powers. 

When the Black Panther enters your life as a totem, it awakens the 

inner passions. This can manifest in unbridled expressions of 

baser powers and instincts. It can also reflect an awakening of the 

kundalini, signaling a time of not just coming into one's own 

power. More so, the keynote of the Black Panther is Reclaiming 

One's True Power. In mythology and scripture, the panther has 

been a symbol of the "Argos of a Thousand Eyes," who guarded 

the heifer Io who was loved by Zeus. After his death, the eyes 

were transferred to the feathers of the peacock. The panther 

always brings a guardian energy to those to whom it comes.  

    The panther has also been attributed to Jesus. In the 

Abodazara (early Jewish commentaries on the scriptures), it is 

listed as a surname for the family of Joseph. It tells how a man 

was healed "in the name of Jesus ben Panther." Because of this the 

panther often signals a time of rebirth after a period of suffering 

and death on some level. This implies that an old issue may 

finally begin to be resolved, or even that old longstanding 

wounds will finally begin to heal, and with the healing will come a 

reclaiming of power that was lost at the time of wounding. 



 

Personal Reflection...Personal Reflection...Personal Reflection...Personal Reflection...    

Black panther is a rare gem - one filled with mystery. Panther 

represents stealth, strength, and awareness. It's eyes are piercing 

as if it can look right through your soul. Panther tells you to look 

at your fears head on - to face them through being assertive - 

but not aggressive. Panther teaches self-sufficiency and 

developing faith in ones ability.  

 

 

 



 

From ancient times the people of Mother Earth have sought 

visions and messages from the Great Spirit. In the beginning, the 

Creator communicated with us through our interaction with 

nature. All of nature is connected at an unseen level. The  

animals, plants, and rocks all had lessons to teach us and 

messages to share. The messages  helped us survive and 

provided us with direction, protection, compassion, and healing. 

 

The messages existed in all of Nature but were most predominant 

in the animal clan. We received the messages and learned the 

lessons of the animals by studying them and their environment. 

The animals message is the nature of the animal itself. For 

example, the message of eagle is about freedom, courage, focus, 

high ideals, vision , power and spirit. Time to take action , be 

direct , move forward. It is a symbol of the Creator and a positive 

sign for those on the spiritual path. 

 

Animals constantly teach us….. 

The animals that you are most often drawn to , or fear the most 

also have something to teach you. Many times animals enter your 

life to help you overcome difficult transitions. Animals can help 

you learn what qualities you are most lacking. You need to listen 

and pay attention to the message of each animal. 



 

MEDITATION AND EMPOWERMENT OF THE 

BLACK PANTHER….(THIS IS BEST IN 

OUTDOOR SETTING….A NATURAL 

ENVIRONMENT) 

 

 



ASK PERMISSION OF HIGHER SELF AND BLACK PANTHER TO 

CONNECT…RESPECT IS SHOWN HERE FOR BOTH….. 

IN A SELF CREATED SACRED SPACE….BE COMFORTABLE…. 

ACCESS TO PICTURES OR STATUE (MANUAL WILL SUFFICE IF YOU 

HAVE PRINTED OUT) WILL ENHANCE FOCUS….. 

AS YOU RELAX….INTENT AND FOCUS ARE DIRECTED TO THE 

BLACK PANTHER…THE BEAUTY AND WISDOM TO BE 

SHARED….AND THE GRATITUDE YOU FEEL TO BE IN AND 

ASSOCIATED WITH THE BLACK PANTHER’S PRESENCE**** 

 

USUALLY 20 MINUTES IS SUFFICE FOR A FORMAL EMPOWERMENT 

SESSION…YOU WILL BE GUIDED WHAT IS RIGHT FOR YOU, AND BE 

MINDFUL THAT PSYCHIC IMPRESSIONS, MESSAGES AND 

SYNCHRONICITIES MAY OCCUR IN THE FOLLOWING DAYS TO 

COME….AS THE CONNECTION IS DEEPENED BETWEEN 

YOU/HIGHERSELF/BLACK PANTHER…. 

 

RELAX, ENJOY THE PEACE….ALLOW THOUGHT TO DRIFT 

BY….LETTING GO….LETTING GOD….. 

ANY ANGELICS YOU WISH TO BE WITH YOU ARE….YOU ARE SAFE 

AND VERY MUCH LOVED….(YOU COULD BE PURRING***) 

 



ENJOY THIS TIME OF EMPOWERMENT AND THE ENERGETIC 

PROCESS….THIS CONNECTION IS REAL….HAS BEEN OFFERED TO 

YOU FOR GOOD REASON….FOR THE HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL*** 

 

WHEN TIME IS RIGHT RETURN TO BETS (EVERYDAY) 

CONSCIOUSNESS…..WALK BAREFOOT UPON THE GRASS IF THIS IS 

POSSIBLE….DRINK SOME WATER….AND GROUND SELF IN YOUR 

ACCUSTOMED MANNER…. 

 

BY SHOWING INTEREST IN OUR ANIMAL FRIENDS AND GUIDES…WE 

ARE STARTING A LIFELONG CONNECTION…ENHANCING OUR OWN 

WISDOM…LOVE AND INSIGHTS INTO OUR ANIMAL KINGDOM…. 

THROUGH LOVE…WE ARE EDUCATING AND ASSISTING WHERE WE 

CAN….AND ENHANCING OUR GIFTS AS LIGHT WORKERS TO 

INCORPORATE ALL THE CREATORS KINGDOMS**** 

 

ANIMALS CAN TELL YOU A GREAT DEAL ABOUT YOURSELF… 

 

THE ANIMALS REPRESENT THE SUB-CONSCIOUS MIND….AND THE 

ANIMALS STRENGHT AND CHARACTER ALSO REFLECTS HUMAN 

CHARACTERISTICS…. 

 



THIS IS A FREELY GIFTED MANUAL AND EMPOWERMENT FOR THE 

LOVE OF THE ANIMAL KINGDOM AND THE BLACK PANTHER…. 

READING THE MANUAL IS PART OF THE EMPOWERMENT PROCESS* 

MANY SOURCES FROM INTERNET…MY OWN LIBRARY AND 

GUIDANCE HAVE BEEN USED TO BRING THIS TOGETHER* 

THANKYOU FOR JOINING WITH US IN THE SPIRIT OF SHARING AND 

CARING ABOUT/FOR OUR ANIMAL FRIENDS AND COMPANIONS…. 

PLEASE LOOK TO VIEWING MORE OF THE ANIMAL KINGDOM 

GROUPS ON THE MESSENGERS OF SPIRIT NETWORK…. 

THANKYOU* EL….MESSENGERS OF SPIRIT FOUNDER AND SYSTEMS 

FOUNDER*** 

 

 

 

 


